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Full of fresh speeches from Shakespeare's plays, this is the ideal guide for actors of all ages and
experience.As an actor at any level you are likely to be called upon to perform a speech from
Shakespeare. A great deal will depend on your coming up with something fresh that is suited
both to your particular performing skills and to the purposes of the audition. This is where this
volume of The Good Audition Guides comes in.Drawing on his extensive experience as a
theatre director and in drama training, Luke Dixon has chosen fifty monologues for female actors
from across the whole of Shakespeare's canon. Featured here are some of the very best-loved
works (such as A Midsummer Night's Dream, Henry V and Hamlet) alongside many less well-
known (and often more intriguing) speeches from plays like Love's Labour's Lost and The
Merchant of Venice.Each monologue is prefaced with a neat summary of the vital information
you need to place the piece in context and to perform it to maximum effect and in your own
unique way. The volume also features a user-friendly introduction on the whole process of
selecting your speech, tackling Shakespeare's language and approaching the audition
itself.'Sound practical advice for anyone attending an audition' Teaching Drama Magazine on
The Good Audition Guides.

About the AuthorAndrea Caban is Co-Director of Knight-Thompson Speechwork®, is Associate
Professor and Head of Voice and Speech at CSU Long Beach and holds a research
appointment at UC Irvine in the Department of Neurology. She is the accent expert on
HowCast.com demonstrating over 35 accents, a regular speaker coach for TED, and a recipient
of the Dudley Knight Award for Outstanding Vocal Scholarship. For more information, visit
www.andreacaban.com.Julie Foh is Assistant Professor of Voice and Speech at the University of
Connecticut, a member of the Voice and Speech Trainers Association, and an Associate
Teacher of Fitzmaurice Voicework. She is a certified teacher of Knight-Thompson Speechwork®
and a professional voice and dialect coach.Jeffrey Parker is Associate Professor of Theatre at
Metropolitan State University of Denver and a certified teacher of Knight-Thompson
Speechwork®. He is a member of the Voice and Speech Trainers Association and the current
Director of Voice and Text at the Colorado Shakespeare Festival.--This text refers to the
paperback edition.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “http: //www. amazon.. http://www.amazon.com/Shakespeare-Monologues-
Women-Audition-Guides/dp/1848420072”

Rach, “This is a great shortcut into the world of Shakespeare. As someone who didn't completly
hit it off with Shakespeare texts through school, the thought of needing a Shakespearean
monologue was a massive worry! I purchased this book hoping for some help and it was brilliant!
Not only does it give you the monologues, but also a background of the play and character!
Therefore you have all the information to start researching it yourself.It'll tell you what
monologues are serious, comedic and tragic and is a great stepping stone into understanding
the language again.It was a massive help to me personally!I hope this review helps with your
decision :)”

Anonymous, “Five Stars. Great!”

Bridget Bradley, “Five Stars. great”

Shona Collins, “Great!. Great range of monologues within this book, so handy to have as an
acting student or if you just love a bit of Shakespeare”

Black Cat, “Highly Recommended. Very good book. I bought this one and the classical
monologues for woman(NHB too). What I love most from those books are the objectives for
each monologue, it gives you source for thinking and further reading.”

The book by Luke Dixon has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 28 people have provided feedback.
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